Scorchin' Hot

VARIABLE TICKETS

TAKE TURNS SCRATCHING OFF ONE PIECE AT A TIME.
PERFORM EACH ACTION FOR AS LONG AS THE RECEIVER WANTS BEFORE MOVING ONTO THE NEXT SCRATCH OFF PIECE.
GET EACH OTHER Scorchin' Hot!

Bath
BUBBLE KISS
FRENCH STRIP
Bod/y.paint
CHOCOLATE
PAINT
Rub FOOT
Rub BACK
DANC/Ex
LAP
PLAYING
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GET ME Hot!

TAKE TURNS SCRATCHING OFF ONE PIECE AT A TIME.

PERFORM EACH ACTION FOR AS LONG AS THE RECEIVER WANTS BEFORE MOVING ONTO THE NEXT SCRATCH OFF PIECE.

GET EACH OTHER Scorchin' Hot!

ON ONE DEGREE AT A TIME

FULL BODY
WHISPERS
SWEET KISSES
PLAY END
ICE & HEAT
TALK END
DIRTY
BLINDFOLDED
PICK A
Scorchin' Hot

Variable Tickets

Get each other

The next scratch off piece wants before moving onto as long as the receiver performs each action for one piece at a time.

Take turns scratching off.

One degree at a time

Get me Hot!

Turn up the heat...
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